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child of a vertex. The algorithm is divided into three
steps, presented in the following sections.
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Selection

The first step of the algorithm is focused on selecting
matches for vertices of S on T . This is performed as
an attempt to map the trees on a vertex level through
basic attributes available, like area and degree. In
order to have a useful mapping, all vertices from S
must be compared against all vertices from T , and
the following condition is required:
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1. Introduction
Tracking objects on image sequences is a problem addressed by various methods, through different approaches, using specialized operators to isolate
movement [2], combined morphological operators for
background removal [1] and foreground region detection [5], and graph-based algorithms, with particular
detail to tree-based ones, where the trees are built by
hierarquical segmentation tecniques [3]. This paper
studies methods for approached matching of trees
from grayscale images (automatic segmentation of
different frames) and sub-tree obtained from objects
(manual segmentation of the first frame) based on
their structures and attributes that must be flexible and generated efficiently. A new algorithm is
proposed using the max-tree [4] consisting in simple comparisons between vertices and ranking of the
best candidate solutions.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the algorithm in details, Section 3 shows
results from a prototype applied on a testing video
from project CAVIAR1 , and Section 4 discusses some
of the future work to be done on the algorithm, such
as the inclusion of more attributes, besides temporal
and spatial coherence.

|A(vt ) − A(vs )| ≤ TA

and |G(vt ) − G(vs )| ≤ TG

A is the area and G is the degree of the vertices,
whose absolute difference must be less than a tolerance TA and TG respectively. This step creates a list
for each vertex on VT with its mapping on VS , named
as M (vt ) = {mt1 , mt2 , mt3 , . . . }. After all vertices are
compared, each one can have multiple elements on
its list due to the tolerance applied, and multiple
candidate sub-trees for S might exist. Therefore, a
classification method is necessary to tell what is the
best match for each vertex (second step).

2.2

Classification

The classification step generates values for each vertex on M (vt ) list to identify the best match using
a value F (vt ) to indicate how it fits as a candidate
solution. This is done only for vertices of VT that
have any matches located.
The method of classification uses a sum of the
value of an attribute Pi (mt ) multiplied by its weigth
Wi that gives the importance of each one. Equation 1 shows the general formulation for i attributes
resulting on value Q for each vertex. If Q is high,
the match is good. Equation 2 selects the greatest
value amongst all Q generated upon M .
X
Q(mt ) =
Pi (mt ) × Wi
(1)

2. Algorithm project
The proposed algorithm works by matching trees,
and some notation must be introduced first: T
is the tree where the sub-tree S is searched, and
as non-oriented graphs are denoted T (VT , ET ) and
S(VS , ES ) where V and E are the set of vertices and
of edges, respectively. E is a set of pairs of elements
from V , for example: V = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , . . . } and
E = {(v1 , v2 ), (v1 , v3 ), (v2 , v4 ), . . . }. The definition
of degree in this paper is related to the number of

i

F (vt ) = max({Q(mt1 ), Q(mt2 ), . . . })

(2)

Values used for Pi are under development to
choose the better ones, but the absolute difference
between areas and degrees are very likely, as well as
the inverse of the distance to corresponding parent
of mti on S mapped on T , as shown in Figure 1(a) by
the arrow from vertex T5 to T1 . With a classification
rate on all mapped vertices, another step to identify
the candidate sub-trees is necessary.
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2.3

Identification

have any training steps, results are obtained from
the first frame.

The identification is based on grouping vertices
mapped on first step and then evaluated on the second into sub-trees, in a way to find candidate solutions for the output of the algorithm, and then
choosing one to be the final result. This step is necessary to deal with situations where it is not obvious
which sub-tree is the solution, as in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. Template and hair segmentation by frame.
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4. Conclusions

(b)

This paper presented a method for approache matching of trees with attributes based on simple comparisons between vertices. The results presented on
Section 3 are preliminary, as well as parameters and
weights must be more deeply studied and maybe automatized for some images. Considering that no aspect of subtraction, optical flow or motion estimation is implemented, current results are interesting
and fast (around 0.5 seconds by frame of 384 × 288
pixels). The use of shape descriptors has been studied in order to improve segmentation and selection
of vertices, for instance, by differentiating lines and
circles that have the same area.

Figure 1. Tree matching. (a) Tree T with values of M ,
F and R. (b) Sub-tree S.

This step works with the values produced previously, through a sum of all its children values of F for
every vertex of T that is mapped and does not have
any direct or indirect parent mapped. This value
might be interpreted as an indicator of the quality
of the sub-tree as a solution, and is denoted R. On
Figure 1(a) it is calculated only for T1 and T2 . Before
summing R it is interesting to threshold the values
of F on a low value to eliminate those vertices that
have a weak relation and are not good for the final
result.
On trees where more than one vertex is attributed
with R there is a need to rank those approximate
sub-trees through its properties, as height - which
is desirable to be minimal, the rate of vertices not
mapped by total, the rate of mapped vertices of T
by the vertices of S, among other possibilities. As
in step 2, each attribute is weighted to indicate its
relevance. Figure 1(a) shows that the sub-tree rooted
at T2 has a lower value of R than the one rooted at
T1 , but its rates are higher, what indicates a better
solution.
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